
 

R ecently, the Indian capital
market regulator SEBI
warned investors about

froth building up in the small cap space.
They ordered mutual fund houses man-
aging small cap funds to conduct a
stress test post which some funds came
out better than others. However, the
warning by the regulator led to a fall in
the price of small cap stocks and some
panic in the market.

Post-Covid, Nifty has been hitting
new highs repeatedly. After touching a
low of 8,745 on March 20,2020 (due to
Covid), Nifty reached 22,493 on March
7, 2024, implying a return of 257% be-

tween the periods. Of course, there were
minor corrections along the way, but the
ascendancy was very clear. Such a rapid
rise in the stock index begs the question
- �Are we in a Bubble�?

All markets have cycles and so does
the stock market. The description of a
bubble by Jean-Paul Rodrigue aptly de-
scribes the four key phases, i.e., stealth
phase (when smart money finds its
way), awareness phase (when institu-
tional money gets in), Mania phase
(when retail public join the frenzy) and
finally the blow off phase when all run
for cover. The question now is: Where
are we in this chart? While the rapid
rise in Nifty during the last four years
tempts us to flag Nifty in the Mania
phase, going by various metrics that I
have compiled it probably indicates
that we are in the enthusiasm phase.

We have considered ten important
metrics that can measure the Bubble.
In this, except for three, all other
metrics point to normality suggesting
that we are sometime away from reach-
ing a bubble.






F I N A N C I A L   M A R K E T S

Make No Mistake, We Are Not in a Bubble Yet!
India Equities

A financial bubble is an economic cycle
characterized by rapidly increasing
prices of an asset to a point that is unsus-
tainable, causing the asset to burst or
contract in value. Financial bubbles fol-
low five stages: displacement, boom, eu-
phoria, profit taking and bust.
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1. Market Cap/GDP ratio (Nor-
mal): As the formula implies,
this measures the relationship
between market capitalization
and the broader economy. When
the stock market runs itself
ahead (a sign of bubble), this
surely will range between 150 to
200%. But right now, it is below
100 indicating a normal trend.

2. Sector Concentration among
Nifty Top10 (Normal): Financial
services (mainly banks) contin-
ues to be the largest sector cur-
rently with a share of 43.8% in the
Nifty top 10 and that has not
changed much when benchmarked
with the 3-year average.

3. Valuation (Normal): The three
commonly followed valuation
measures i.e., p/e, p/b, and divi-
dend yield all plot lower than the
3-year average. Normally, in
bubble situations, valuation
metrics stretch way beyond the
average. For e.g., in the Covid re-
bound, the p/e ratio touched 42!







4. Foreign flows (Above Normal):
Foreign portfolio investors are
known to cause bubbles and burst,
and hence it is important to watch
the flows from foreign investors.
Presently, this number is above nor-
mal but by no measure indicates a
bubble.

5. SIP (Above Normal): While FPI�s
measure foreign investment, Sys-
tematic Investment Plan (SIP) mea-
sure the domestic flows into the
stock market. Retail investors have
been embracing this most recom-
mended investment route for many
years now and hence keep this tap
flowing well above the long-term av-
erage. A strong flow of this will im-
ply abundant liquidity in the mar-
ket that can in fact cause a bubble.
Presently the numbers are way
above the long-term average.

6. Nifty Top10 (Normal): This mea-
sures the share of Nifty top 10 com-
panies as a % of total Nifty. Any
shoot up in this number will clearly
indicate froth in the market (like
how we are observing now in the
US). Presently, this metric is well
aligned with the long-term average.

7. 75th Percentile (Below Normal):
This expresses the value of the larg-
est stock (HDFC Bank) to the 75th

percentile stock in the Nifty 500.
Presently, it is 31 times. The wider
the gap, the higher the probability of
a bubble manifesting. Presently
this is below normal as compared to
the long-term average. It is interest-
ing to observe the same metric in
September 2020, when the largest
stock (Reliance) share price was
nearly 80 times that of the stock in
the 75th percentile.

8. Derivatives (Above Normal):
India�s derivative market growth is

incredible tha-
nks to Covid
when retail in-
vestors found im-
mense time to
dabble in mar-
kets. Many bro-
kerage firms of-
fer low-cost lever-
age through de-
rivatives, and
this can distort
financial mar-
kets. The current
traded volume in
derivatives cle-
arly indicates a
bubble though only 27% of the no-
tional turnover is represented by re-
tail investors. When markets do
cross sensible limits, regulators take
several actions like increasing mar-
gin level, zero days to expiration, in-
vestor education and increasing

minimum contract size among other
things to warn investors sufficiently
in advance. It is good to remember
that derivatives trading is a cocktail
of risky bets and rare profits.

9. Market Liquidity (Normal): During
bubble times, market liquidity as
measured by value traded normally
spikes to unreasonable levels. Pres-
ently, this metric indicates parity.

10. IPOs (Normal): A good indication of
bubble is also the unrelenting flows
of IPOs in the market. However, a
reading of present numbers indi-
cates normalcy.


Hence, on a balance of considerations,
the Indian stock market is yet to be
qualified as a market in bubble. How-
ever, that stage may not be far off and
when that happens, investors should
have a plan/strategy to escape the
wrath of a market crash. Professional
money managers will manage this risk
by active allocation between equity and
debt and hence avoid steep fall in the
market (also called drawdowns). How-
ever, retail investors will go through
several emotional states like denial,
fear, despair, etc., before they can deal
with this. Most of the time, retail inves-
tors do not see a bubble about to burst
coming due to the high level of market
frenzy surrounding them. Even when
they see one, they fail to act in time
leading to losses. It takes some experi-
ence to look beyond the noise when mar-
ket frenzy leads to metrics discussed
above going haywire. Till then, staying
invested is the best option. 

Happy Investing!

Disclaimer: This article is for informa-
tional purpose only and should not be con-
strued as professional financial advice.
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